Emotion: A Self-Regulatory Sense

For centuries philosophers have pondered moral value: What is “right” and what is “wrong” in terms of human thought and action. While science offers clarity in many other domains, the nature of values is strategically avoided. The new science of emotion shows this to have been a preemptive mistake, suggesting instead that emotion – not reason or semantic language - is the foundational source of all value systems, with emotional pleasure and pain offering universal moral utility rooted in the health of the physical structure. It also suggests that emotion is as ancient as life itself, delivering “self-regulatory” sensory guidance across the entire animal kingdom, and affording living systems direct participation in evolution. Emotion is now recognized as the inaugural sensory system, with its good and bad qualia still evident in all higher senses, now encoding not one of three levels of personal (self-relevant) guidance within our basic and complex emotional feelings. The implications from this new science ripple outward in nearly every direction, offering a far more optimistic picture of human nature and hope for cooperative coherence in our now-global village.
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